LASCO Fittings Inc. now has a quick and simple solution for your irrigation needs - Removable Push Fittings for use with Schedule 40, Class 200 / SDR-21 or IPS Flex Pipe. Available in ½", ¾" and 1" sizes.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- No Primer or Glue Required
- No VOCs
- Simply clean and de-bur the pipe and push on
- Can install wet – no need to empty water out of trenches
- Once installed, the fitting will rotate to easily line up tees and elbows
- Can be pressurized immediately – no need to wait
- Stainless Steel Retainer Ring
- Max. working pressure: 140 psi (Pressure ratings are for non-shock water at 73°F)
  - Flex Push-On Coupling: rated 100 psi (Pressure ratings are for non-shock water at 73°F)

**APPLICATIONS**

- Residential & Commercial
- Golf Course

**HOW TO INSTALL**

1. Cut pipe to the desired length and de-bur it.
2. Clean the end, ensuring that it is debris-free.
3. While twisting, insert the pipe into the fitting. Make sure the pipe passes through both O-rings to be fully seated inside the clear portion of the fitting.

LASCO Push Fittings are for non-potable irrigation applications only; must be used after the backflow preventer. LASCO Push Fittings are for cold water use only; not for above ground applications, must be buried. LASCO Push Fittings are not to be used in a dwelling.

www.lascofittings.com

PUSH Removal Tool
LASCO PUSH ACCESSORIES

Easily connect funny pipe or poly cut off nipples to LASCO Push Fittings using LASCO’s new Push-On Accessories. Now you can connect the entire irrigation lateral system without glue or primer. Easily reduce lateral pipe sizes using LASCO’s new Push-On reducer spigot coupling.

• Blue Twister Technology
• No Glue
• No Clamps
• FIPT Connections for Poly Cut Off Riser Nipples
• Made in the USA
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Example:
Need to go from Push Fitting to Funny pipe. Involves multiple glue ups.

LASCO Push On Accessories eliminate multiple glue ups.

LASCO PUSH Fittings

NO GLUE. GREAT FOR REPAIRS.
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